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Abstract Assessing the predictive capabilities of recent ad-
vanced constitutive modelling approaches for processes with
industrial complexity is a challenging task. Real process con-
ditions such as blankholder pressure distribution, friction and
tool elasticity sensitively affect experimental observations,
making the isolation of constitutive effects difficult. A system-
atic approach is proposed in this work to assess the perfor-
mance of anisotropic hardening models with the least possible
disturbance from process conditions. Two deep drawing ex-
amples were used for these purpose (Bcross die^ and
Blackfrosch^) in conjunction with a mild steel (DC05).
Optically measured strain distributions have been compared
to corresponding simulations, which have been calibrated to
accurately match the measured blank draw-in. The effect of
initial yield locus shape as well as anisotropic hardening ef-
fects have been discussed.

Keywords Constitutivemodelling . Anisotropic hardening .
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Introduction

Numerical simulation of sheet metal forming processes is
nowadays well established in industrial applications.
Especially in automotive industry, the use of simulation tech-
nology has enabled the fast and efficient manufacturing of

forming tools with unprecedented complexity. The appropri-
ate modelling of forming materials is clearly one of the most
important factors which led to the mentioned result. In fact the
forming community has mostly concentrated efforts on the
improved modelling of materials, successfully developing ap-
proaches to deal with the different plasticity effects observed
in laboratory experiments. The central question remains
whether the expected benefit from using complex constitutive
approaches, is high enough to compensate for the additional
experimental and computational cost required. Such a generic
assessment is highly challenging if not impossible, given the
infinite geometrical freedom encountered in sheet forming
operations. The closest possible effort for this kind of ap-
proach is the Numisheet Benchmark organised every 3 years.
However, as participants have the freedom of using different
codes, it is not easy to recognize a clear correlation between
advanced constitutive models and increased result accuracy
(see e.g. [1]).

The present contribution aims reporting the results of a
systematic analysis about the role of anisotropic hardening
effects on the deep drawing of parts with industrial complex-
ity. Firstly, it is demonstrated based on laboratory experiments
that the considered material (DC05) exhibits significant an-
isotropy, non-proportional hardening, as well as Bauschinger
effect (BE) and latent hardening. Recently proposed ap-
proaches are then used to accurately model the behaviour of
these materials. The resulting models are implemented in LS-
Dyna and computed strain distributions for two different ge-
ometries are validated against optical measurement results. To
isolate the effect of material characterization, the remaining
process complexities, especially friction coefficient and
blankholder pressure, have been calibrated to obtain the best
possible match between the simulated and experimental blank
draw-in. More extensive information about the presented re-
sults can be found in the dissertation thesis of P. Peters [2].
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Anisotropic hardening effects

The inappropriate modelling of the material is usually counted
as one of the primary sources of simulation inaccuracies. The
isotropic hardening assumption, which can be proven to be
inaccurate based on simple experiments, constitutes one of the
most important topics in the metal forming community and
several approaches have been proposed to loosen this restric-
tion. Basically three different effects are considered:

1. Non-proportional hardening
2. Bauschinger Effect
3. Latent Effects

The first is related to changes in the anisotropy of a material
even in case of proportional loading. This is mostly consid-
ered to be due to the strain dependent evolution of texture,
which induces a different rate of hardening in dependence of
the loading condition. A common approach in literature,
which is used to account for this effect is the description of
the yield locus shape in dependence of the equivalent plastic
strain. Examples of such methods include [3–6].

The Bauschinger effect can be termed as the transient (or
permanent) reduction of yield stress at load reversal, also usu-
ally accompanied by an increased hardening rate. It is mostly
attributed to the release of dislocations stacked at the grain
boundaries during initial deformation. BE is one of the best
studied phenomena in the plasticity literature. Many model-
ling approaches exist to account for these effect, most of
which base on the concept of kinematic hardening (see e.g.
[7–10]), assuming the translation of the yield locus in stress
space as a result of deformation. An alternative to the kine-
matic hardening approach has been proposed by Barlat
et al. in 2011 which considers a distortion of the yield locus
in the stress space as a consequence of deformation [11].
This approach delivers basically equivalent results to ear-
lier models, with the additional advantage of being flexible
in its usage with different anisotropic yield functions as
well as the fact that its coefficients can be identified in a
decoupled manner.

Latent hardening (or softening) effects are transient chang-
es in the hardening behaviour of the material, which are ex-
hibited at load path change. It is usually attributed to the fact
that deformation in the active slip systems cause an increase in
the dislocation density in non-active systems as well. Once
load path change occurs, the latter can increase or decrease
the resistance to dislocation movement on the newly activated
systems, leading to a transient difference in the yield stress
with respect to the monotonic behaviour. It can be for example
observed in a two-step uniaxial tensile test, where the second
deformation is conducted at a different angle than the first. For
many materials this leads to a transient overshoot (latent hard-
ening) or undershoot (cross loading contraction) of the

monotonic yield stress. This kind of behaviour has been re-
ported in many publications (e.g. [11–16]). Dislocation densi-
ty based models (e.g. [17, 18]) as well as kinematic hardening
based models accounting for dislocation structures, have been
proposed in this context (e.g. [14, 19]). Barlat et al. extended
their original application in two recent publications [20, 21],
where they proposed a simple and effective way of consider-
ing latent effects using a distortional hardening approach. A
thorough analysis of the latter can be found in [22].

Material properties

The investigations detailed in the present work, have been
carried out using a deep drawing quality steel (DC05).
Tensile tests in different directions, bulge tests, stack compres-
sion tests, two-step uniaxial tension tests as well as cyclic
shear tests have been carried out to fully characterize the ma-
terial. The experimental results as well as the calibrated mate-
rial models will be illustrated in this section.

Flow curves and yield locus

The flow curves in 0, 45 and 90° to rolling direction as well as
the measured equibiaxial flow curve can be seen in Fig. 1.

These deliver all the necessary input quantities for charac-
terizing the yld2000-2d [23] model, except for the biaxial r-
value which has been measured with a stack compression test.
The mechanical parameters measured and the resulting yield
locus parameters are given in Table 1.

The model is summarized in section 2.1.1 for ease of
reference.

The YLD2000-2D model

The yield criterion according to the yld2000-2d formulation is
given as:

Φ ¼ X
0
1−X

0
2

�� ��a þ 2X ″
2 þ X ″

1

�� ��a þ 2X ″
1 þ X ″

2

�� ��a ¼ 2σ
a

Fig. 1 Flow curves DC05
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Here, σ is the equivalent stress, a is the material exponent
and X1

′ , X2
′ , X1

″ and X2
″ are the principal values of two linear

transformations of the stress deviator defined as:

X
0 ¼ C

0
s ¼ C

0
Tσ ¼ L

0
σ

X ″ ¼ C″s ¼ C″Tσ ¼ L″σ

with

L
0
11 ¼

2

3
α1 L″11 ¼

−2α3 þ 2α4 þ 8α5−2α6

9

L
0
12 ¼ −

1

3
α1 L″12 ¼

α3−4α4−4α5 þ 4α6

9

L
0
21 ¼ −

1

3
α2 L″21 ¼

4α3−4α4−4α5 þ α6

9

L
0
22 ¼

2

3
α2 L″22 ¼

−2α3 þ 8α4 þ 2α5−2α6

9
L

0
33 ¼ α7 L″33 ¼ α8

The model thus features eight independent parameters αi

which need to be identified based on the initial yield stresses
σy0, σy45, σy90 and the Lankford parameters r0, r45, r90 in 0°,
45° and 90° as well as the biaxial yield stress σyb and rbwhich
is defined by rb =Δεyy/Δεxx.

Non-proportional hardening

Figure 4 depicts one-element simulation results conducted
with LS-Dyna using the identified yld2000-2d model under
equibiaxial loading. The isotropic hardening approach clearly
underestimates the yield stress at larger strains. This occurs
due to the fact that the biaxial configuration exhibits a stronger
hardening rate than the tensile configurations, an effect which
cannot be captured by isotropic hardening.

In order to account for this effect, the α parameters of the
yld2000-2d model have been defined in dependence of the
equivalent plastic strain, thus enabling a distortion of the yield
locus. The critical issue in doing this, is selecting the appro-
priate stress values for a given equivalent plastic strain level,
without infracting the fundamental requirement that yield lo-
cus contours represent levels of equivalent plastic work. This
is done by computing an intermediate plastic work variable
(see [6] and [24] for details). Figure 2 depicts the evolution of
the yield locus, considering isotropic and anisotropic harden-
ing approaches. It is noted that the equibiaxial stress point

significantly differs between the two. The resulting evolution
of the α parameters is depicted in Fig. 3.

This approach has been implemented in LS-Dyna as a
UMAT subroutine, extending the Closest Point Projection al-
gorithm described in [25] to accommodate a strain dependent
evolution of the yield locus.

A simulation of the experimental paths with this algorithm
delivered a much better match with the experiments as it can
be seen in Fig. 4.

Bauschinger effect

In the context of deep drawing applicatons, the Bauschinger
Effect (BE) plays a sensitive role on elastic springback, as the
latter strongly depends on the local yield stress. Further situ-
ations where this effect can play a role are for example
bending-unbending deformations as encountered in
drawbeads or around die radii. In this work the HAH model
[11, 12] has been used to investigate the role of BE on deep
drawing applications.

Table 1 Mechanical properties and corresponding yield locus
parameters for yld2000-2d (DC05). The yield locus exponent is taken
as a = 6

σ0 σ45 σ90 σb r0 r45 r90 rb
171 178 177 195 2.00 1.47 2.52 0.85

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8

1.08 0.98 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.97 0.98

Fig. 2 Yield Locus shapes for different hardening models [6]

Fig. 3 Variable α parameters for yld2000-2d_var. The squares indicate a
smooth approximation of the data based on the Hockett-Sherbymodel [6]
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The HAH model

The HAH model [11, 12] reads:

σ ¼ ϕa þ ϕa
h

� �1=a

It is composed of a stable component ϕ, which is any ho-
mogeneous orthotropic yield locus description and a homoge-
neous component formulated as follows:

ϕh ¼ f 1 ξ− ξj jj j þ f 2 ξ þ ξj jj j

Where ξ ¼ h ̂
s
: s with s the deviatoric part of the stress

tensor and h ̂
s
the so-called microstructure deviator defined as:

h
̂ s ¼ hsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8

3
hs : hs

r

Barlat et al. suggest to initialize the tensor hs to be equal to
the deviatoric stress tensor at the moment of the first plastic
deformation, it can be then evolved depending on the equiva-
lent plastic strain. The functions f1 and f2 depend in turn on two

state variables g1 and g2 describing the ratio of the distorted
deviatoric stress to the isotropic case, in the following manner:

f i ¼ g−qi −1ð Þ1=q i ¼ 1; 2

For the case of no permanent softening Barlat et al. suggest
the following evolution equations for the mentioned variables:

if h
̂ s

: s≥0 if h
̂ s

: s < 0
dg1

dϵ
¼ k2 k3

H0

H
−g1

� �
dg1

dϵ
¼ k1

1−g1
g1

� �

dg2

dϵ
¼ k1

1−g2
g2

� �
dg2

dϵ
¼ k2 k3

H0

H
−g2

� �

dh
̂ s

dϵ
¼ k s

̂
−
8

3
h
̂ s

h
̂ s

: s
̂

� �� �
dh

̂ s

dϵ
¼ −k s

̂
−
8

3
h
̂ s

h
̂ s

: s
̂

� �� �

where ki are model parameters. Cyclic shear tests have been
carried out with the DC05 material, based on which the model
parameters have been identified as follows:

k k1 k2 k3 k4 k5

28 158.4 6.3 0.1 0.9 10

Fig. 4 Equibiaxial flow curves for DC05 with isotropic and non-
proportional hardening models
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Fig. 6 Two step tensile tests with pre-strain in 45° followed by uniaxial
tension in the rolling direction

Fig. 7 Strain distribution measured with DIC (lackfrosch, AUDI AG)
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Figure 5 depicts the flow curves derived from the cyclic
shear experiments, as well as the approximation obtained with
the HAH model.

It is seen that the model captures both early re-yielding and
increased hardening rate quite well, it lacks however freedom
to approximate the transient hardening stagnation. This effect
can also be captured if a dislocation density based model is
used, but was left out of the scope of this work.

Latent effects

Non-proportional loading is often encountered in deep draw-
ing applications. This is especially the case for multi-stage
forming processes. However nonlinear strain paths can very
well occur also in single stage forming applications. An ex-
ample is the drawing of a material point under the blank holder
towards the die clearance where it switches from a tension-
compression state towards a plane strain state. These phenom-
enon is often critical as immediate failure may occur.

Cross loading and latent hardening effects

A recent publication by Barlat et al. [20] also investigated the
cross loading effects on the evolution of the yield locus. A new
state variable gL has been introduced in that publication to account
for latent effects which then modifies the flow stress as follows:

σy ¼ gLH

The evolution equation for the latter is suggested in the
same paper:

dgL

dϵ
¼ kL

H−H0

H

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L 1−cos2χð Þ þ cos2χ

p
−1

� 	
þ 1−gL


 �

where L is the latent hardening coefficient and kL an additional
coefficient for the evolution equation. The quantity cos χ is an
indicator for path change and is computed as

cosχ ¼ 8

3
h
̂ s

: s
̂

In order to investigate the latent hardening behaviour of the
DC05 material, two step uniaxial tensile tests have been car-
ried out, where the material has been pre-stretched in different
directions and then drawn in RD until failure. Figure 6 exem-
plarily shows the curves for pre-strain in 45°, where the typical
stress overshoot due to latent hardening can be observed.

The extended HAH model [20] has been identified based
on these experiments to have the following parameter values:

kL L

1600 1.86

Again looking to Fig. 6 it is seen that the model is very well
able of capturing this effect.

Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated and experimental draw-in (upper rigth
quarter of the geometry in Fig. 7)
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Deep drawing applications

The models considered in the previous section deliver accu-
rate approximations of the different effects considered. The
next question is whether these advanced models also enable
an improvement in the prediction of strain distributions in
deep drawing applications.

Two deep drawing geometries have been considered for the
comparison, the “lackfrosch” geometry, provided by AUDI
AG, and the “cross-die” geometry. Deep drawing experiments
have been carried out with the materials and the resulting
strain distribution has been measured using the ARGUS sys-
tem from the company GOM mbH.

For the simulations the commercial explicit FE-code LS-
Dyna has been used by implementing the mentioned models
as user subroutines. The multi-stage cutting plane projection
algorithm (CPP) has been extended for this purpose, to ac-
commodate the strain dependent evolution of the yield locus.
Belytchko-Tsay shell elements with 5 integration points
across the thickness direction have been used with converged
mesh density.

Lackfrosch geometry

The Blackfrosch^ geometry used (Fig. 7), aims to mimic the
geometry of a full car body and contains many of the loading
conditions encountered in deep drawing applications.

The simulations have been calibrated for friction and
blankholder force, to best fit the measured draw-in. The

simple Coulomb friction model was used. The obtained pa-
rameter values are as follows:

Friction coeff. [−] Blankholder Force [kN]

0.07 600

Note that only the base model (yld2000-2d) has been used
to calibrate the draw-in. The rationale behind this choice is to
find a good compromise between isolation of the material
model and investigation of the constitutive effects. In fact
changes in the material model can be expected to slightly
affect the draw-in (see Fig. 8), which also plays a role in the
overall accuracy reached. A calibration for each model would
exclude this effect and thus lead to an unfair comparison.

Glancing at the strain distributions along a critical section
(Fig. 9), it can be said the material models react sensitively.
Both non-proportional loading and HAH models positively
contribute to the predictedmajor strains. This can be attributed
partially to the presence of drawbeads and also to the path
non-linearity occuring around the die edge at the considered
section.

Analysing the strain ratio distributions (Fig. 10) it is seen
that a relatively good match of the strain state exists between
measured and simulated results.

On the whole, however, the improvement provided by the
complex modelling techniques is still not able of closing the
gap between simulated and measured curves.

Fig. 11 Cross-die specimen
(left). Strain distributionmeasured
with DIC (right)

Fig. 10 Comparison between
measured (left) and simulated
(yld2000-2d) (right) strain ratios
(ϵ2/ϵ1) in a view containing the
representative section of Fig. 9
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Cross-die geometry

The cross-die geometry (see Fig. 11) is used in many deep-
drawing investigations as it is a good representative of many
different stress and deformation states occurring in deep draw-
ing applications.

Again, the simulations have been calibrated using only the
yld2000-2d model, to obtain the best possible match in the
predicted blank draw-in. The obtained parameter values are as
follows:

Friction coeff. [−] Blankholder Force [kN]

0.08 200

Figure 12 depicts a comparison of the predicted and mea-
sured blank outlines for all different model combinations. All
yld2000-2d based models show good accordance although the
model has been calibrated uisng only the basic version of the
model. Hill48 shows the largest deviations.

The results obtained using the different modelling ap-
proaches are compared along a representative section (see
Fig. 13). It can be observed that the effect of the chosen yield
locusmodel is in this case significantly larger than the effect of
anisotropic hardening. The Hill48 model [26], which can be
seen as an industry standard for deep drawing steels, over-
shoots the strains in the lower half of the wall and underesti-
mates them in the upper half. The yld2000-2d model on the
other hand gets fairly close to the measured strains in the lower
half, but clearly underestimates them in the upper half. No
significant influence of Bauschinger effect or latent hardening
is observed.

It could be argued at this point that the path nonlinearity
along the considered section might be insignificant. Figure 14
depicts the computed strain ratio history versus the punch
depth for two extremal points selected on the wall along the
section.

Especially for the element near the die radius, the strain
ratio of which changes between uniaxial and plane strain

Fig. 12 Comparison of simulated and experimental draw-in for the
different models (upper right quarter of the geometry in Fig. 11)
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tension, a significant nonlinearity in the deformation path is
observed.

Figure 15 shows a comparison between strain ratios
projected on the considered geometry. In the lower portion
of the wall, it is seen that the simulated strain ratios (and
consequently stress ratios) less accurately match measured
ones. On the other hand, it is seen that the top portion of
the wall, where a stress state between plane strain and
equibiaxial tension occurs, is simulated quite accurately.
As anisotropic hardening is most strongly exhibited in
equibiaxial tension, it can be expected that advanced
models deliver a better approximation in this region. This
is confirmed by zooming in Fig. 13 to the range between
80 and 120 mm (Fig. 16), which roughly corresponds to
the said region.

In fact it is seen that the yld2000-2d model with variable
α -parameters very closely matches the strains here and the
isotropic hardening model remains inaccurate. No signifi-
cant influence of path nonlinearity is observed. It is noted
that the overall magnitude of the strains is very low here,

so the benefit obtained by advanced modelling remains
secondary with respect to the larger deviations observed
in high strain regions.

Conclusions

The objective of this contribution is to propose a systematic
methodology to assess advanced material models in presence
of complex loading conditions arising in realistic deep draw-
ing processes.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis:

& The chosen material modelling approach is a very signif-
icant factor in the accuracy level of deep drawing
simulations.

& For the considered geometries it is seen that the descrip-
tion of the initial yield locus, reacts most sensitively on the
obtained results, followed by non-proportional hardening
effects and to a lesser extent by Bauschinger and Latent
hardening effects. This is mainly because the regions sen-
sitively reacting to anisotropic hardening feature relatively
low deformation.

& The effect of contact and friction under the blankholder
has been minimized by calibrating the blank draw-in
based on experimental evidence. The contact and friction
condition around the die and punch radii can however still
be decisive in the obtained loading condition. More re-
search in this direction is necessary.

In order to keep the focus on material modelling all other
process aspects have been modelled using standard, industri-
ally well accepted methods. This does not imply that the used
approaches are accurate enough to fully describe the problem
at hand. The objective of this choice is to provide results using
models for which extensive experience exists, both in scien-
tific and in industrial communities. The following points have

Fig. 15 Comparison between
measured (left) and simulated
(yld2000-2d) (right) strain ratios
(ϵ2/ϵ1) in a view containing the
representative section of Fig. 13

Fig. 16 Zoomed view of Fig. 13 depicting the region roughly around the
punch radius. (var. refers to the non-proportional hardening model with
variable α -parameters)
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been thus let out of the scope of this work and can be sug-
gested as future work in this direction:

& The finite elements used are based on a simplified shell
element formulation. More sophisticated shell formula-
tions (e.g. Hughes-Liu) or even 3D brick elements may
be used at the cost of additional computational effort.

& The friction condition in deep drawing applications is
known to be dependent on pressure, velocity and temper-
ature. These dependencies can be costly to measure but
also provide significant improvements in the modelling
accuracy
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